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TRIMM Copenhagen - August 2019

This autumn, TRIMM Copenhagen is expanding the collection with a blanket in den 
well-known high quality, TRIMM Copenhagen always works in. 

With this expansion to the assortment, TRIMM wishes to give people a quality blanket, 
that will keep you warm on those late summer evenings and sunny autumn days, but 
still feels soft and light.

The blanket can be thrown across your lounge furniture to provide warmth and a 
homely feel to both indoor and outdoor areas.

The blanket comes in two varieties; 
Infinite Arches, with soft arches, in alternately beige and warm white.
Balanced Soul, with relaxed ellipses in grey and warm white.

Both color combinations are designed in patterns with round, organic shapes. This also 
helps create the casual and cozy atmosphere, TRIMMs universe is known for.

Material:
The blankets are made with a sustainable material in high quality. It consists of 50% 
Eco wool and 50% organic cotton.

The combination of the soft cotton and warm wool, makes the blanket warm, but not 
too heavy.

Dimensions: 
L: 180 cm W: 140 cm

About TRIMM Copenhagen
 TRIMM Copenhagen is a Danish design company that creates lifestyle products such 
as furniture and interiors with focus on quality, functionality, comfort, mobility and sim-
ple design. The aim is to develop simple and durable products, with unnecessary de-
tails, that clearly meet several needs. All materials used are high quality so that each 
piece of furniture and accessory can last for a long time – in this way sustainability is 
thought into the design of TRIMM Copenhagen.


